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Energies and spectroscopic factors of the first 7=2−, 3=2−, 1=2−, and 5=2− states in the 35Si21 nucleus
were determined by means of the (d, p) transfer reaction in inverse kinematics at GANIL using the MUST2
and EXOGAM detectors. By comparing the spectroscopic information on the 35Si and 37S isotones, a
reduction of the p3=2-p1=2 spin-orbit splitting by about 25% is proposed, while the f7=2-f5=2 spin-orbit
splitting seems to remain constant. These features, derived after having unfolded nuclear correlations using
shell model calculations, have been attributed to the properties of the two-body spin-orbit interaction, the
amplitude of which is derived for the first time in an atomic nucleus. The present results, remarkably well
reproduced by using several realistic nucleon-nucleon forces, provide a unique touchstone for the modeling
of the spin-orbit interaction in atomic nuclei.
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Introduction.—The spin-orbit (SO) interaction, which
originates from the coupling of a particle spin with its
orbital motion, plays an essential role in quantum physics.
In atomic physics it causes shifts in electron energy levels
due to the interaction between their spin and the magnetic
field generated by their motion around the nucleus. In the
field of spintronics, spin-orbit effects for electrons in
materials [1] are used for several remarkable technological
applications. In atomic nuclei, the amplitude of the SO
interaction is very large, typically of the order of the mean
binding energy of a nucleon. It is an intrinsic property of
the nuclear force that must be taken into account for their
quantitative description.
An empirical one-body SO force was introduced in
atomic nuclei in 1949 [2] to account for the magic numbers
and shell gaps that could not be explained otherwise at that
time. In this framework each nucleon experiences a
coupling between its orbital momentum l⃗ and intrinsic
spin s⃗. This ls coupling is attractive for nucleons having
their orbital angular momentum aligned with respect to
their spin (j> ¼ lþ s) and repulsive in case of antialign-
ment (j< ¼ l − s). Shell gaps are created between the j>
and j< orbits at nucleon numbers 6, 14, 28, 50, 82, and 126
for l ¼ 1–6, the size of which increases with the l value.
However, quoting Ref. [3], this parametrized ls term “may
not be a real force in the nucleus, but rather a caricature of a
more complicated two-body force.” Moreover, it does not
account for modifications of shell gaps observed through-
out the chart of nuclides [4] and has no connection with
realistic bare two-body forces [5].
Bare forces can be cast into central, tensor, and two-body
spin-orbit parts, the latter two contributing to modifications
of the SO splitting between nuclei. While the central force
requires substantial and complex renormalizations to be
applied in the atomic nucleus, it seems that the intensity of
the tensor force can be derived from bare forces to account
for some shell evolution in atomic nuclei [6–8]. The two-
body SO interaction is so far the most poorly constrained.
The first attempt to derive its intensity was made by looking
at the increase of the 2p3=2-2p1=2 splitting between the 47Ar
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and 49Ca nuclei [8–10]. However, the effect of the two-
body SO force was diluted and possibly contaminated by
other effects. The present work aims at studying the change
in the neutron 2p3=2-2p1=2 SO splittings between the 35Si
and 37S nuclei caused by the filling of the proton 2s1=2
orbit. Between these nuclei, changes in the SO splitting are
likely totally carried by the two-body SO interactions as the
two-body central and tensor contributions equate for each
SO partner [6,11]. Effects of the proximity of the con-
tinuum and of proton-to-neutron binding energies on the
central part of the interaction were estimated to be of less
than 5% using mean field calculations constrained to
experimental binding energies. The present study therefore
provides a first and unique constraint of the two-body SO
interaction in atomic nuclei, to be compared to the value
derived from realistic nucleon-nucleon forces.
Experiment.—The changes in 2p and 1f SO splitting
between the 37S and 35Si nuclei have been studied using
(d, p) transfer reactions in inverse kinematics with beams of
36S and 34Si. The 34Si nuclei were produced at the Grand
Accélérateur National d’Ions Lourds (GANIL) in the frag-
mentation of a 55 A ⋅MeV 36S16þ beam, of mean intensity
3 μA, in a 1075 μm-thick Be target. The LISE3 spectrometer
[12] was used to select and transport the 34Si nuclei which
were slowed down to 20.5 A ⋅MeV by using an achromatic
Be degrader of 559.3 μm between the two dipoles of the
spectrometer. A rate of 1.1 × 105 34Si ions per second and a
purity of 95% were achieved. In a separate spectrometer
setting, abeamof 36Swasproducedinsimilarconditions,at an
energyof19 A ⋅MeVandan intensity limited to2 × 105 pps.
Nuclei were tracked event by event with a position resolution
(FWHM) of 1 mm using a set of two position-sensitive
multiwire proportional chambers (MWPCs) [13] placed
0.92 m and 0.52 m upstream of the 2.6ð1Þ mg=cm2 CD2
target in which transfer reactions took place.
Nuclei were identified by means of their energy loss in an
ionizationchamber (IC), of10 × 10 cm2 surface area, placed
40 cm downstream of the target. The energy-loss EIC of the
ionswas obtained from the peak-height value of the digitized
signal. A 1.5 cm-thick plastic scintillator, located behind the
IC, additionally provided a high-resolution time signal used
for precise time-of-flight (TOF) measurements, and allowed
the monitoring of the beam intensity complementary to the
MWPC detectors. By achieving selections in EIC and in
TOF between the MWPCs and the plastic scintillator, the Si
nuclei [in the case of 34Siðd; pÞ] were selected and the part
corresponding to incomplete fusion reactions induced by the
C nuclei of the CD2 target was rejected.
Energies and angles of the protons arising from the (d, p)
reactions were measured using four modules of the MUST2
detector array [14] consisting each of a highly segmented
(128 × 128) double-sided 300 μm-thick Si detector, fol-
lowed by a 16-fold segmented Si(Li) detector of 4.5 mm
thickness. These detectors were placed at 10 cm from the
CD2 target, covering polar angles ranging from 105° to 150°
with respect to the beam direction. In addition, a 16 Si strip
annular detector (external diameter 96 mm, central hole
diameter of 48 mm and thickness 300 μm) was placed at a
distanceof 11.3 cm to cover polar angles from157° to 168° to
detect the full energy of protons in the (d, p) reaction.
Four segmented Ge detectors from the EXOGAM array
[15] were installed perpendicular to the beam axis at a mean
distance of 5 cm to detect the γ rays emitted in the decay
of excited states. The center of these detectors was shifted
9 cm downstream from the target in order to avoid them
shadowing part of the MUST2 detectors, leading to a γ
efficiency of ϵγ ¼ 3.8ð2Þ% at 1 MeV.
Results.—Excitation energy spectra (E) corresponding to
the 34Siðd; pÞ35Si reaction (Fig. 1) were constructed using
the energy and angle of the emitted protons in coincidence
with the Si nuclei. Three structures are seen below the
neutron emission threshold Sn ¼ 2.47ð4Þ MeV at
E ¼ 0ð25Þ, 906(32), and 2060(50) keV. Other structures
are present above Sn, tentatively at 3330(120) keV and
more prominently at ≃5500 keV. The presently fitted
shape of these peaks is a convolution between a rectangular
step function, that takes into account the energy loss of the
beam in the target before the reaction point, and a Gaussian.
The energy-dependent widths of all fitted peaks are in very
good accordance with Monte Carlo simulations [16].
A more accurate energy determination of the bound levels
populated in 35Si is provided by the γ-energy spectrum,
gated by protons associated to different E ranges. When
applying suitable Doppler corrections to the γ’s emitted in
FIG. 1 (color online). Top: excitation energy spectrum E of
35Si obtained with the detection of protons in the angular domain
106°–115° in the laboratory. The fitting procedure of the peaks, as
well as the origin of the asymmetric black curve, are described in
the text. Bottom: Doppler-corrected γ energy spectrum shows two
peaks at 0.910 MeV and 1.134MeV. The latter peak disappears
when gating on excitation energy E > 1.4 MeV (red shaded
area), indicating that it comes from a level at 2044 keV.




flight and detected in the EXOGAM array, two peaks are
clearly observed at 910(3) keV and 1134(6) keV in the
bottom part of Fig. 1. The energy of the first γ peak matches
that of E ¼ 906ð32Þ keV of Fig. 1, as well as the energy of
a 3=2− state at 910.10(30) keV fed indirectly in the β-decay
study of 35Al [17]. From the number of protons detected
in the peak at 906(32) keV, Np ¼ 1894ð185Þ, an expected
number of photons at 910 keV of Nγ ¼ 72ð11Þ is derived,
after having corrected from the ϵγ value. The number of
detected photons, 82(10), matches this expected value of 72
(11) within one σ uncertainty. We deduce that a contami-
nation of the excitation energy spectrum at E ¼ 906ð32Þ
due to transfer to the 3/2þ state at the nearby energy of
970 keV is less than 30% of the 3=2− component, with a
confidence limit of 3σ. With a half-life of 6 ns, the γ decay
of the 3=2þ isomer would occur after the target location,
mostly out of the range of the EXOGAM detectors. The
energy of the second γ peak is in accordance with the one
observed in [18] at 1133(5) keV. The summed energy of the
two γ peaks, 910ð3Þ þ 1134ð6Þ ¼ 2044ð7Þ keV, matches
the energy of the third peak at E ¼ 2060ð50Þ keV in
Fig. 1, hereby establishing a level at 2044(7) keV which
decays by a cascade of two γ rays.
Proton angular distributions corresponding to transfer
reactions populating the four states in 35Si are shown in
Fig. 2. Adiabatic distorted wave approximation (ADWA)
calculations [19] were performed using the code TWOFNR
[20] and the global optical potentials of [21] and [22] for
the entrance and exit channels of the (d, p) reaction,
respectively. A nonlocal correction [23] has been used with
a Gaussian function of widths β ¼ 0.85 fm for the nucleons
and 0.54 fm for the deuteron. These calculations were fitted
to the experimental angular distributions to infer the
transferred angular momentum l and spectroscopic factor
(SF) of individual orbitals in 35Si, given with their
uncertainties in Fig. 2. Additional uncertainties on the
SF values (not given here) due to the use of other global
potentials amount to about 15% [8]. The same set of optical
potentials was used for the 35Si and 37S nuclei. With this
set, we reproduce within one sigma themean hSFi values in
37S derived from Refs. [24,25] for the 7=2− ground state
[hSFi ¼ 0.73; our value 0.69(14)], the 3=2−1 state at
645 keV [hSFi ¼ 0.545; our value 0.53(10)] as well as
the 1=2−1 state at 2638 keV [hSFi ¼ 0.625; our value 0.68
(13)] [16]. It has been pointed out in Ref. [26] that observed
SFs are usually quenched, by a factor of about 0.5–0.7, as
compared to the ones expected from the single particle
structure around closed shell nuclei. In the 37S nucleus, the
SF values of the 7=2−, 3=2−, and 1=2− states exhaust this
quenched SF sum rule, within the present experimental
uncertainties.
From the shape of the proton angular distributions of
Fig. 2, the first peak in 35Si could be attributed to a l ¼ 3
transfer to the f7=2 ground state with SF ¼ 0.56ð6Þ. The
angular distributions of the second and third peaks corre-
spond to l ¼ 1, with SF values of 0.69(10) and 0.73(10),
respectively. The third peak at 2044 keV is likely to be
1=2− as its large SF value discards another large l ¼ 1,
3=2− component. The SF values of these 7=2−, 3=2−, and
1=2− states in 35Si are compatible, within one σ, with the
ones measured in 37S. However, the excitation energy of the
1=2− state in 35Si (E ¼ 2044 keV) is significantly smaller
than that in 37S (E ¼ 2638 keV). The structure above the
neutron threshold at about 3330 keV likely corresponds to
the elastic deuteron break-up process, the cross section of
which was estimated to be 0.1 mb=MeV [27] and the shape
of which was obtained from phase-space simulations
(hatched zone below the black curve of the top part of
Fig. 1). The broad structure around 5.5 MeV in 35Si could
be fitted with an angular distribution corresponding to a
l ¼ 3 state coming from a fraction of the f5=2 strength.
Using the prescription of Ref. [28] for the states lying in the
continuum, a value of SF ¼ 0.32ð2Þ has been extracted. It
has a similar amplitude as the f5=2 component SF ¼ 0.36
found in three states centered around 5.6 MeV in 37S [24].
Change in p-orbital SO splitting?—To a first approximation
the first states in 41Ca, 37S, and 35Si can be viewed as one
1f7=2 or 2p1=2;3=2 neutron on top of the core nuclei 40Ca,
36S, and 34Si, respectively, as these N ¼ 20 nuclei can be
considered as doubly magic nuclei. When taking the
major fragment of the 2p3=2 and 2p1=2 single-particle
(SP) strengths, the 3=2−-1=2− splitting remains close to
2 MeV in the 41Ca [29] and 37S [24,25] nuclei after the
removal of 4protons from the1d3=2 orbit.As shown inFig. 3,
it drops to 1.134MeVin 35Si by removing 2 protons from the
2s1=2 orbit. This sudden reduction of the 3=2−- 1=2− split-
ting is attributed to the difference in the two-body proton-




between the 35Si and 37S nuclei as well as to the effects of
correlations inherent to atomic nuclei. As there is no change
in 3=2−-1=2− splitting between the 41Ca and 37S nuclei,
FIG. 2 (color online). Proton angular distributions of the states
at E ¼ 0; 910, 2044, and 5500 keV in 35Si. The curves
correspond to ADWA calculations assuming transfer to l ¼ 1
(dashed-dotted line) or l ¼ 3 (solid line) states.




other monopole terms such as the ones involving the proton
1d3=2 orbit are negligible.
Shell model calculations have been used in the full
sd-pf shells [30] (including cross-shell mixing between
normal and intruder neutron configurations [31]) as a tool
to determine the role of correlations and to deduce the
change of the p SO splitting Δ SO(p) between the 37S and
35Si nuclei from experimental data. The Vpn2s1=22p1=2 and
Vpn2s1=22p3=2 monopole terms have been constrained to match,
after taking into account the correlations in the full valence
space, the experimental energies of the major fragments
in the 37S and 35Si isotones, leading to −0.844 and
−1.101 MeV, respectively. The calculated 2s1=2 occupancy
varies from 1.66 in 37S (close to the experimental value
of ≃1.7 [32]) to 0.19 in 35Si, yielding Δ2s1=2 ¼ 1.47.
Following the previous discussion, Δ SOðpÞ can be
expressed as
ΔSOðpÞ≃ Δ2s1=2ðVpn2s1=22p1=2 − Vpn2s1=22p3=2Þ: (1)
Consistent values of Δ SOðpÞ ¼ 1.47 × 257 ¼ 378 keV
and 380 keVare found using Eq. (1) and the prescription of
Baranger [33], respectively. The latter value is obtained
from the energies of the single-particle centroids of the p3=2
and p1=2 states derived from the calculated particle and hole
energy weighted sum rules of all 3=2− and 1=2− states. The
agreement between the two methods shows that the earlier
assumption, that the changes in the p SO splitting are solely
carried by the Vsp monopoles, is correct. After applying a
quenching factor of 0.7 to the SM calculations, we find
that the calculated SF values of the major fragments 7=2−
(SF ¼ 0.59), 3=2− (0.59), 1=2− (0.61) and 5=2− (0.28)
agree with the experimental values of 0.56(6), 0.69(10),
0.73(10), 0.32(3).
Realistic two-body SO interactions.—The M3Y interaction
[34], constructed as a model to realistic G-matrix inter-
action, was used to calculate the two-body SO parts of the
monopole matrix elements for A≃ 40. We find that
~Vpn2s1=22p1=2 (
~Vpn2s1=22p3=2) is repulsive (attractive) and amounts
to þ0.178 MeV (−0.089 MeV). Their difference,
0.267 MeV, is also in remarkable agreement with the value
of 0.257MeV derived from the experiment. We then look at
more modern interactions obtained from chiral effective
field theory [35] as well as from the Kahana-Lee-Scott
(KLS) potential [36], the latter being used for cross-shell
matrix elements in the SDPF-U interaction [31]. The next-
to-next-to-next-to leading order (N3LO) results (bare) of
Table I correspond to the V lowk renormalization with a
cutoff Λ ¼ 1.8 fm−1 in a harmonic oscillator basis with
ℏω ¼ 11.5 MeV, appropriate for A ∼ 36. We see a very
small sensitivity to the cutoff renormalization of the
interaction when many-body perturbation theory tech-
niques from [37] are applied respectively in a 2 (2ℏω)
and 4 (4ℏω) major shells basis. The order of magnitude of
the difference between the Vpn2s1=21p3=2 and V
pn
2s1=21p1=2
FIG. 3 (color online). Distribution of themajor fragments of the
single particle strength in 41Ca (top), 37S (middle), and in 35Si
(bottom). SF values in 41Ca are taken from Ref. [29]. The
centroid of the 5=2− strength, obtained from a summed SF
strength of 0.32, is indicated as hf5=2i. The SF of the 5=2−
components in 37S are taken from [24], while all others SF are
derived from the present work with error bars due to statistics and
fit distributions.
TABLE I. Values of the proton-neutronmonopolematrix elements inMeVbetween the 2s1=2 proton and 2p neutron orbitals for theKLS
and N3LO interactions (bare), (2ℏω), (4ℏω). Their spin-tensor decomposition [11] into central (K ¼ 0) and spin-orbit (K ¼ 1) is also




Decomposition Total K ¼ 0 K ¼ 1 Total K ¼ 0 K ¼ 1
N3LO (bare) −1.124 −1.317 0.193 −1.413 −1.317 −0.096
N3LO (2ℏω) −1.128 −1.312 0.184 −1.404 −1.312 −0.092
N3LO (4ℏω) −1.201 −1.401 0.200 −1.500 −1.401 −0.100
KLS −1.180 −1.374 0.194 −1.471 −1.374 −0.097
M3Y 0.178 −0.089




(∼300 keV) monopoles derived from the bare interactions
is similar to the value of 257 keV derived from the
experiment. Their spin-tensor decomposition, using the
same procedure as in Ref. [11], shows that their difference
is totally carried by the two-body SO term (K ¼ 1).
Conclusions.—The energies and spectroscopic factors of
the first 7=2−, 3=2−, 1=2−, and 5=2− neutron states have
been determined in the 37S and 35Si isotones. A change by
25% in the neutron SO splitting p3=2-p1=2 is derived
between the 37S and 35Si nuclei from experimental data
corrected for correlation effects, while no change in the
f7=2-f5=2 SO splitting is observed within the present
experimental limitations. This work presents the cleanest
extraction of the two-body SO interaction by choosing an
experimental situation in which contributions from other
components of the nuclear force are likely suppressed or
modest. The derived strength of the two-body SO inter-
action is remarkably well reproduced by realistic nucleon-
nucleon forces such as N3LO and KLS, suggesting that
these forces could be used more widely to predict its
strength in other regions of the chart of the nuclides. The
present results also carry important potentialities to test the
density and isospin dependencies of the SO interaction in
mean field theories.
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